The Greatest
By children in Class 2 – June 2020
(Inspired by the poem of the same name by Michael Rosen.)

I’m the world’s greatest at looking after pets.
I can make
horses do handstands
dogs dance
cats do cartwheels
and snakes do the splits.

I’m the world’s greatest sleeper.
I can sleep on
a turned over table
an upside-down umbrella
a slippery slide
and on a long, bumpy bat.

I’m the world’s greatest chef.
I can make regenerating pizza
(it comes back after you take a bite)
also, chocolate and caramel biscuits that sparkle like glitter
and a candyfloss makes that makes all the colours of the rainbow!

I’m the world’s greatest gardener.
I grown money that grows on trees
a plant that acts as a guard dog
and a carrot that goes to karate classes!
I'm the world's greatest at sport.
I've won gold medals for
anaconda tossing
sewer swimming
bed trampolining
octopus wrestling
gherkin boomerang
cowpat curling
and mustard diving.
I'm the world's greatest.

I'm the world's greatest inventor.
I've invented
a bug blender
a 3 o'clock clock
a hairstyle remote control
a jelly chainsaw
a rainbow mop
a toe-jam vacuum, and a human hamster-wheel.
I'm the world's greatest.

I'm the world's greatest at sport.
I've won gold medals for
dive cuddles
hand throwing
toe climbing
slow running
rose kicking
and flower jumping.
I'm the world's greatest inventor
   I've invented
     a sock baker
     a toe-nail picker
     a fairy sprinkler
     a lemon peeler
     and a bean mixer.
I'm the world's greatest.

*Wow Class 2 – it sounds like you really are the greatest!!*